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Description:
Recent years have seen second return of, broadly understood, “connectionist AI” (e.g. Convolutional
Neural Networks), as the poster child approach to development of intelligent systems. However, it can
be noticed that the leaders in the field have already realized that, for a variety ofreasons, “connectionist
approaches”, as we know them (in 2020), are reaching their limits. In particular, while extremely
impressive in solving specific problems in narrow domains, they seem to be missing capabilities that
were usually associated with symbolic processing (e.g. direct application and explicit interpretability of
rules). Here, recent calls for proposals issued by the European Commission (see, below) show return
of interest in semantic technologies.
The aim of the proposed research will be toconsider possibilities brought by combination of (mainly
connectionist) machine learning (ML) and semantic technologies for development of intelligent systems.
In particular the following areas can be investigated (separately, or jointly; this list is notexhaustive): (a)
interplay between semantic layer and ML layer of a data processing pipeline; (b) reasoning and learning
from big-data-scale semantic lakes and linked open data; (c) combination of symbolic and statistical ML
models in the context of semantic information processing; (d) introduction of semantic methods into
semi-automatic feature extraction for ML; (e) introduction of ML into a semantic data fabric; (f)
explainability of deep semantic learning.
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